
1 Introduction
An infrastructure is a set of basic facilities, services, and installations that are necessary
for the functioning of a community or society, such as transportation and communi-
cations systems, water and power supplies, employment centers, medical facilities, and
public institutions, including schools, post offices, and prisons. They are critical in that
a disruption would threaten the security, economy, public health, safety, and way of life
of a community or society. In recent years, unfortunately, critical infrastructure (CI)
systems have become a symbolic target, as well as a mass casualty opportunity, for
terrorist attacks (Bolz et al, 2002; Branscomb, 2004). Because of this dual identity of
CI systems and the high level of vulnerability they bear, critical infrastructure protec-
tion (CIP) has topped the list of priorities in the practice of homeland security
planning in the United States (Terner et al, 2004).

Essential to the practice of CIP planning and drills is the knowledge or under-
standing of the behaviors of the system of critical infrastructuresöits functionalities
and vulnerabilities. Before further deliberation, it is important to draw distinctions
between two related but different conceptsöa CI system, and a system of CIs. A CI
system is an assemblage of functional objects that provides a certain essential good or
service. A power supply system, for example, provides electrical service through the
synergistic interactions among its componentsöthe power plant, substations, trans-
formers, and transmission and distribution lines.(1) At the same time, a CI system is
also a part of an even larger systemöa system of CIs, which offers a range of public
goods and services through the collaborative operations of, or interdependencies
among, its individual CI system components. The behavior of a system of CIs, as a
manifestation of the usually complex interdependencies, cannot be fully described
and understood by the behaviors of its CI system components (Rinaldi et al, 2001).
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The utility of traffic control in a municipality, for instance, is provided by a system of
three CIsöpower grid, telecommunication network, and traffic control boxes. How-
ever, the proper functioning of the three CI system components is only a necessary
condition for the normal operation of the traffic control system. It alone is not
sufficient. The configurations under which the three CI components are bonded
together, the nature and magnitude of their bonding (positive and/or negative feed-
backs, for example), and the self-regulating mechanisms (power back-ups and surge
protections, for example) are all emergent features that are essential to the normal
operation of the traffic control system but do not exist when the three CI system
components are separate. [For a detailed account of emergent features and other
concepts in the general systems theory, see Bowler (1981), Vemuri (1978), and von
Bertalanffy (1973); for emergent system features in software engineering, see Sommerville
(2004, pages 23 ^ 25)]. Upon this distinction, two types of CI interdependencies can be
identified. The functional connections among CI objects within a CI system are intra-
domain interdependencies, and those among CI objects across different CI systems within
a system of CIs are cross-domain interdependencies.

Therefore, there exist two types of knowledge within the CI domain. The first con-
cerns the behaviors of a CI system when it is (or assumed to be) a stand-alone system,
which are grounded on the intradomain interdependencies. The second concerns
the behaviors of a system of CIs grounded on the cross-domain interdependencies.
Both types of knowledge are contributive to a sound practice of CIP planning and
drills. However, it is the second type of knowledge that provides greater insights needed
for the key tasks of problem diagnosis, scenario composition, and emergency response
(Rinaldi et al, 2001; Xiang et al, 2005).

In this paper we present an ontology-based information system that facilitates CIP
professionals' learning of the behaviors of the system of CIs. Employing a generic
object-modeling tool and a GIS, we represent and visualize the two types of knowledge
both diagrammatically and geographically. The system and its knowledge representa-
tion methodology were tested through a case study in the Southeastern United States.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses a quadruple
perspective of the interdependencies within a system of CIs. Section 3 details a proposed
ontology-based information system. Section 4 presents a methodology for representing
the two types of knowledge with the system. Section 5 reports the case study. In section 6
we draw conclusions.

2 A quadruple view of CI interdependencies
The CI interdependencies, both intradomain and cross-domain, within a system of CIs
can be viewed from many different vantage points (Rinaldi et al, 2001). Among the
most relevant and useful vantage points with respect to CIP planning and drills are
those of functional dependency and spatial proximity.

2.1 Functional dependency
A functional dependency is a bond between two CI objects when one object relies on
another object in order to operate properly. Functional dependencies can be unidirec-
tional or bidirectional. Telephone offices, for example, rely on commercial power
supplies, and the power company uses telemetry to monitor operational equipment.
Furthermore, unidirectional functional dependencies under normal conditions can turn
bidirectional during a catastrophic event. Traffic lights, for instance, rely on a power
supply for their normal operations, but the power supply does not rely on traffic lights
to operate. However, when power disruption occurs, the repair crews of the power
company could be affected by the malfunctioning traffic lights.
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The functional dependencies among CI objects, unidirectional or bidirectional, fall
into two broad categoriesödirect and indirect. Objects A and B are said to be func-
tionally dependent or interdependent directly when A immediately relies on B, and/or
B immediately relies on A. Objects A and C are related indirectly when there are
one or more mediating objects in between themöobject C relies on object A through
object B, for instance.

2.2 Spatial proximity
The other type of relationship that CI objects within a system of CIs possess pertains
to their spatial proximity. As physical objects, they are spatially tangible. As such, they
usually exhibit a certain degree of adjacency in geographic space. This spatial prox-
imity usually reflects the technological requirements to deliver the service. For
instance, networked objects are geographically distant from one another to ensure an
adequate coverage of the service area. It may also manifest the functional depend-
enciesösome CI objects simply need to be proximal to one another for mutual
functional support. Objects that require commercial power may receive that power
from a nearby substation (a high degree of spatial proximity), whereas the substations
themselves are dispersed across the region to provide the electric service (a low degree
of spatial proximity). Still, there are cases where proximity is either determined by
such land-use factors as land availability, zoning, and NIMBY (not-in-my-backyard)
mentality, or is defined by such physical barriers as mountains, oceans, rivers, lakes,
and terrains.

2.3 A quadruple view
Additional insights emerge when the CI interdependencies are examined under a
framework that combines functional dependency with spatial proximity (figure 1).

The CI objects in quadrant A functionally depend upon one another directly and
demonstrate a high degree of spatial proximity. For example, a long-distance toll center
and a local telephone central office are often housed in the same building not only for
their direct functional interdependencies but also for the reduction in transfer costs. A
mobile telephone switching office (MTSO) and a long-distance toll center, for another
example, are both close to a telephone central office on a long-distance network for
call completions. This quadrant has been, and will continue to be, the main focus of
CIP planning and drills for the high level of vulnerability it bears.

The CI objects in quadrant B functionally depend on one another indirectly but
demonstrate a high degree of spatial proximity. A main natural gas pipeline and a
power transmission line, for instance, often share the same right-of-way easements as
a result of cost sharing, zoning regulations, and/or NIMBY constraints. Along with
this proximity comes a high level of vulnerability, because a simultaneous disruption
of multiple CI systems is not only damaging itself, but can also cascade reactions
among CI objects in quadrant A. However, owing largely to the indirectness in their
functionalities, CI objects in this quadrant usually receive much less attention for
protection than they should have in the practice of CIP planning and emergency
drills.

The CI objects in quadrant C functionally depend on one another indirectly and
demonstrate a low degree of spatial proximity. These objects usually belong to differ-
ent CI systems. For example, local telephone central offices receive electricity from
a power generation plant through a series of objects on an electrical power gridö
transmission substations, transmission lines, and distribution substations, and there is
usually no proximal requirement between a power plant and phone central offices.
Despite their functional indirectness and spatial remoteness, however, there are many
cases in which major catastrophic events at national and/or international scales are
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triggered by a seemingly trivial incidence in these CI objects.(2) Nevertheless, the CI
objects in this quadrant are usually overlooked in the practice of CIP planning and
emergency drills.

The CI objects in quadrant D are essentially the networked objects within each
component CI system. As each CI system provider has a vested interest in sustaining
the continued operations of the network, such measures as contingency plans and
crisis response protocols are already established. However, the segmented nature of
the CI service deliveries often constitutes a c̀orporate firewall' that prevents CI system
providers from incorporating into their contingency planning those vulnerabilities of
their systems caused by the CI interdependencies in other quadrants.

It is evident that the above quadruple view of the two inextricable aspects of CI
interdependencies is more advantageous than the individual vantage points. Not only
does it offer greater insights about the interdependencies among CI objects within a
system of CIs, but it also provides a more comprehensive, relevant, and thus useful
framework for the practice of CIP planning and drills. What is needed then is an
information system that allows CIP professionals to learn the behaviors of a system of
CIs and to plan and design drills from this elevated vantage point. Such a system should
be capable of representing and visualizing both aspects of CI interdependenciesö
(2) For instance, the power blackout in the Northeastern United States and Southeastern Canada
in August 2003 was originated by an incident in Parma, Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland, where
untrimmed overgrown trees severed one section of high-voltage power transmission line (US ^
Canada Power System Outage Task Force, 2004). The cascading effect that resulted in other CI
systemsöthe telecommunication services, aviation, and transitöaffected millions of people in
both countries.
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Figure 1. A quadruple view of critical infrastructure interdependencies. MTSO denotes mobile
telephone switching office.
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functional dependencies and spatial proximityöseamlessly and effectively. In this way
the knowledge of CI interdependencies becomes readily available to CIP professionals
when they undertake such tasks as vulnerability assessment, scenario composition, and
emergency response.

In the next section (section 3) we present an ontology-based information system
that is capable of supporting the representation and visualization of CI interdependen-
cies from the quadruple vantage point. In section 4 we discuss a methodology for
knowledge representation with the system. We then demonstrate, through a case study
in section 5, how the information system and its knowledge representation methodology
operate in support of the quadruple viewpoint of CI interdependencies.

3 An ontology-based information system
3.1 Ontology-based information systems and their approach to knowledge representation
In the fields of information systems and software development, ontology is a system-
atic way to organize information in general, and knowledge in particular (Fonseca
et al, 2002; Guarino, 1998; Nunes, 1991). For a given real-world system an ontological
model provides a holistic view of the system which gives an equal amount of attention
both to the system's component objects and to the relationships among them. More
specifically, in an ontology-based model system, each domain of knowledge is repre-
sented as an ontology of hierarchical structure; different domains of knowledge at one
level of specification are intertwined through a network of ontologies to form an
ontology of higher order, which under the same organizational principle is a component
of a networked ontological hierarchy of an even higher order.

The use of an ontology-based system in knowledge representation and visualization
has been reported in many areas of research, such as bioinformatics (Stevens et al,
2000), legal arguments (Zeleznikow and Stranieri, 2001), and software requirements
engineering (Evermann and Wand, 2005; Lee and Yavagal, 2004; Lee et al, 2004),
but has only been discussed implicitly in CIP research papers (for example, Wolthusen,
2004, pages 33 ^ 34). Nevertheless, the systematic approach to knowledge representa-
tion undoubtedly entitles an ontology-based information system to be an ideal tool for
CI interdependency representation and visualization. First of all, an ontology-based
object model built on this approach is capable of articulating an array of knowledge or
expertise from different domains under one overarching framework with a common
language. Upon this harmonic system of knowledge, communications among various
domain experts can be readily achieved. This is especially beneficial to the under-
standing of CI interdependencies, as a system of CIs typically assembles a wide range
of CI systems that operate on diverse conditions and under various sets of standards.
GenOM [Generic Object Model, the system used in this study (see Lee and Yavagal,
2004)], for instance, represents and organizes the knowledge about CI interdependencies
through a three-leveled hierarchy of object classes. Those at the top level of the hierarchy
are conceptual or abstract objects that generally subsume the objects at the intermediate
level. Those objects at the intermediate level are in turn composed of the actual
instances at the bottom level of the hierarchy. Objects across levels of the hierarchy
are bound by inheritanceöan object can `inherit' characteristics or properties of a
higher-level object (Turban and Aronson, 2001)öand multiple inheritanceöan object
inherits characteristics or properties of multiple higher-level objects (Egenhofer and
Frank, 1992; Frank, 1997). This way of knowledge abstraction and structuring is not
only effective, especially with regard to objects with pertinent operations (Egenhofer
and Frank, 1992), but is also natural cognitively. Secondly, a system of networked ontol-
ogies can express dynamic relationships such as temporal events (Egenhofer and Frank,
1992). This knowledge can then be represented visually in a semantic network model.
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Thirdly, an inference engine, a standard feature of an ontology-based object model
system, allows the execution of production rules in order to reason about the causal
relationships of state variations of the objects.

Among the drawbacks of an ontology-based object model system is the lack of
spatial data handling, rendering, and analysis features that are necessary to represent
and visualize effectively the spatial aspects of ontologies (that is, CI interdependencies,
in our case). Since these are exactly the major strengths of GIS, in this study a loosely
coupled system of a GIS and an ontology-based object model system is proposed that
combines the strengths of the two individual systems.

3.2 An ontology-based information system for CI interdependency representation and visualization
The ontology-based information system developed in our study is composed of five
subsystems (shown in figure 2). These are users, including CIP planners and decision
makers; a user interface; a database management system (DBMS); a model base
management system (MBMS); and a knowledge base management system (KBMS).
DBMS and MBMS reside in a GIS, and KBMS resides in GenOM, a knowledge
representation and management system (Lee and Yavagal, 2004). Since both GIS and
GenOM have their own user interfaces, a consolidated user interface is proposed that
combines their strengths under one overarching framework. This task of consolidation
is accomplished through a system integration environment (Lee et al, 2004). The
spatial DBMS component contains CI data both in cartographic and in attributive
formats, and can exchange attributive information with GenOM. It also offers an
environment for visualizing spatial information. The spatial MBMS is a repository of
analytical tools for spatial statistics and cartographic modeling. The KBMS is the `brain'
of the loosely coupled system that provides capabilities of knowledge representation,
knowledge visualization, and reasoning.

GenOM is a knowledge representation and management tool that aids the design
and development of software applications by using object-oriented technologies (Lee and
Yavagal, 2004). Built on the theoretical foundations of frame representation in artificial
intelligence and domain modeling from software engineering, it provides three sets

CIP planner(s) Decision maker(s)

User interface

DBMS MBMS KBMS

GIS GenOM

System integration environment

Figure 2. The ontology-based information system for critical infrastructure interdependency
representation and visualization. CIPöcritical infrastructure protection; DBMSödatabase manage-
ment system; MBMSömodel base management system; KBMSöknowledge base management
system.
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of functions. These are: object modeling in its representationödomain understanding
through the conceptualization of the domain model; the usage of objects in its application
modelöapplication-oriented problem solving; and the aggregation of evidence that
supports the analysis of objects' behaviorsösemantic analysis of units of measure. The
harmonization of these functionalities often determines the intelligence level of the devel-
oped applications. Furthermore, when a software computing paradigm converges toward
domain-independent interdisciplinary research, the objects (or models) used in each
application model are interoperable/sharable and reusable. GenOM is fully compatible
with the Open Knowledge Base Connectivity specifications [that is, OKBC specifications
(Chaudhri et al, 1998)] as well as theWeb Ontology Language [that is, OWL (McGuinness
and van Harmelen, 2004)] representation format.

As shown in figure 3, a domain-specific application is built on top of the GenOM
foundation layer, while GenOM itself serves as an integrated environment to create,
edit, browse, search, and maintain various types of objects in the application domain
model. An application domain model is represented by class, property, feature,
and instance objects in the GenOM knowledge base (that is, rule base). Hierarchical
representations of such objects are synthesized and compiled as a knowledge struc-
ture of the given problem context. The inference model provides a rule engine that
can infer relationships in the object model hierarchy. The viewpoints model provides
a way to identify and incorporate different views or perspectives of the domain
model. The visualization model provides a mechanism to visualize the object model
hierarchy. The collaboration model supports various mechanisms that facilitate
collaborative domain model construction through semantic integration of knowledge
from multiple domain experts. In addition, GenOM provides mechanisms for mediat-
ing, mapping, merging, and integrating different levels of knowledge representation of
domain-specific objects.
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Figure 3. The conceptual architecture of GenOM.
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In a GenOM rule base each CI system is represented as a domain within which
all the component CI objects are rendered as objects along with their attributes. The
knowledge about interdependencies among CI objects within each domainöthat is,
the intradomain interdependencies, is semantically represented, as is the knowledge
about cross-domain interdependencies. All of these can be visualized diagrammatically
in GenOM and geographically in GIS.

It should be noted that there are tools of similar ontological representation capabil-
ities. The Unified Modeling Language (UML), for example, supports the construction
of ontological models that are powerful and flexible in representing study cases, and
is highly usable and transparent to the users (Berenbach, 2004; Kogut et al, 2002).
Our choice of GenOM is based upon the realizations that a hierarchical representation
of the CI objects and their interdependencies, both intradomain and cross-domain, can
be readily materialized with the existing capabilities in GenOM; and that the diagrams
of the study cases constructed with UML are focused more on the system ^ actor
boundary than on the relationships in and across the domains (Jackson and Zave,
1993; Offen, 2002) and their characteristics in the environment (Jackson, 1997).

4 A methodology for CI interdependency representation
In this section we present a methodology for representing CI interdependencies with
the ontology-based information system described above. The methodology is developed
upon the following premise. Each expert of a CI system is well versed in the knowledge
of the intradomain functional dependencies and the geographic locations among their
CI objects. What is not well understood by system experts, government officials, and
emergency planners, however, is the knowledge of the interdependencies, both func-
tionally and spatially, within each individual domain and across the domains in a
system of CIs. Therefore, the methodology proposed seeks not only to replicate system
experts' knowledge of CI systems but also to represent both the intradomain and cross-
domain CI interdependencies within a system of CIs. The methodology is a waterfall
model with feedback loops (figure 4).

Definition of
the systems

Specification
of the CI
systems

Specification
of the system
of CIs

Verification
and validation

Cross-domain interdependencies

Intradomain interdependencies

Properties and functions

Structures of CI systems

Boundary of the system of CIs

Figure 4. A methodology for representing critical infrastructure (CI) interdependencies with the
ontology-based information system.
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4.1 Definition of the systems
System definition involves two tasksödefinition of the system of CIs, and definition of
the components of CI systems. The task of defining the system of CIs addresses the
foremost issue as to which CI systems should be included in the wholeöthe system
of CIs. The ten critical infrastructures identified by the United States Department of
Homeland Security (2003) serve as a benchmark for useful reference. But the decision
on the component CI systems should be made in accordance with the purpose of CIP
planning and drills.

Once the system of CIs is bounded, the second task is to define the hierarchical
structure of each CI system. For each CI system there are at least three levels of object
abstraction that need to be defined. Figure 5 illustrates this concept with two CI
systems, but the same concept can be extended to any number of CI systems within
a system of CIs. At the top level are overarching objects that bear the domain names of
the CI systems. For example, water supplies, telecommunicatios, and sewer systems are
top-level objects, each subsuming its unique set of component parts. At the intermedi-
ate level are the objects that are subclasses of the top-level object. The domain of water
supplies, for instance, has component objects at the intermediate level, such as reser-
voirs, treatment facilities, pump stations, valves, and distribution pipelines. At the
bottom level are the specific cases or instances of the intermediate level objects. These
are the actual objects in existence that are usually, but not necessarily always, multiple
in number. The category of pump stations, for example, may comprise many water
pumping stations that are located at different geographic regions with specific names,
addresses, and attributes.

4.2 Specification of the CI systems
The process of specifying each CI system involves two tasks. The first task is to detail
characteristic properties and functions for the component objects. The second task is
to represent intradomain dependencies that need to be explicitly expressed among
objects with respect to their functional dependencies and geographic proximities.

4.2.1 Properties and functions
The first task is to assign the characteristic properties to the various objects at the top
and/or intermediate levels. Properties are the attributes of a particular object, and each
object can have multiple properties of different types. These properties can be classified
as strings (text), real numbers or integers, Boolean, or even a nexus of objects as values.
A telephone office, for instance, has properties of `number of switches' and `building

CI system 1 CI system 2
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object 1.1

CI
intermediate
object 1.2

CI
intermediate
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CI
intermediate
object 2.2

Instance
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Instance
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Instance
object
1.2.1

Instance
object
2.1.1

Instance
object
2.1.2

Instance
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2.2.1

Top level

Intermediate
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Instance
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Figure 5. The abstraction levels of a system of two critical infrastructures (CIs).
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square footage'. Just as multiple properties can be assigned to an object, several values
can be assigned to each property. For example, the property station type can take a
value of booster station or transformer reducer. An object at the intermediate level
inherits all the properties from its particular parent at the top level, so the properties
can be as common or as limited as is warranted. Similarly, the instances inherit all the
properties of their parent objects at the intermediate level, differing only in property
values if other than the default values. For example, an instance of the telephone office
may have 35 switches and 1080 ft2, versus another instance of a telephone office with
18 switches and 765 ft2.

The second task involves specifying functions for objects at the intermediate level.
A function refers to the purpose, behavior, or action of an object. For example, the
string produces electricity can be the assigned function of the object power plant.
Similarly, transforms electricity can be the function of a transformer substation. Function-
alities can also be assigned characteristic properties. A case in point is that power lines
which connect substations carry different amounts of power; these amounts can be
entered as several property values in the property amount of power at the intermediate
level. Once again, the instance level objects inherit the functionalities identified with
their intermediate level parent objects, but differ in the amount of power they receive
in real scenario instantiations.

4.2.2 Intradomain interdependencies
The intradomain functional relationships of each CI system are first specified at the
intermediate level, mainly because the top-level objects of CI systems are usually too
broad, and thus abstract, to begin with. For example, telephone offices are functionally
interconnected with other telephone offices; this intradomain relationship is repre-
sented ontologically under the domain of land-based telephones using the functional
features established for each intermediate level object.

Next, the process of representing intradomain interdependencies proceeds down to
the instance level. Again, instance level CI objects inherit the functional features of
their parent objects at the intermediate level. These inherited functional features are
then utilized to represent functional relationships among the instance-level objects. For
example, the function of produces electricity can be assigned at the intermediate level
from the power station object to the substation objects. Inheriting the functional traits
of its parent object power station, the instance of the function produces electricity,
Meadow Nuclear Plant produces electricity, is assigned to an instance of the substation
object, substation 35.

4.3 Specification of the system of CIs
The cross-domain interdependencies are the focus of this stage. These relationships are
first represented through the functional features of intermediate level objects across
individual CI systems. For example, the substation, an intermediate level object in
power grid, functionally provides electricity to its counterpart objects at the intermedi-
ate levels in other CI systems, such as telephone offices, traffic lights, and natural gas
regulator stations.

Next specified are the functional relationships of instance level objects across
different CI systems. Based upon the inherited functionalities and service area analysis,
these relationships can be identified and then explicitly represented in GenOM. For
example, the instance level object of substation 35, functionally provides electricity to
other cross-domain instance level objects in its service area, such as Elm St. telephone
office and the traffic light at Main and 4th Streets.
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4.4 Verification and validation
Verification refers to the process of assessing whether a model has been constructed as
intended (Benbasat and Dhaliwal, 1989; Hodges and Dewar, 1992; Kleijnen, 1995;
Williams and Sikora, 1991). In our case this relates to the issue of how faithful the
ontologies in the knowledge base are in representing the knowledge about CI inter-
dependencies. It is incorporated in the system definition and specification phases, and
is executed through a combination of structured and unstructured interviews with
domain experts, the GIS database, and open source documents.

Validation is the process of determining the degree to which a model and its
associated data provide an accurate representation of the real world from the perspec-
tive of the intended users of the model (Defense Modeling and Simulation Office, 2004;
Hodges and Dewar, 1992). In our study this is the issue as to how accurate the knowl-
edge elicited from subject matter experts (SMEs) about CI interdependencies is in
representing real-world CI interdependencies. The method adapted for the study is
representational validation (Benbasat and Dhaliwal, 1989) or face validation (Hodges
and Dewar, 1992; Williams and Sikora, 1991) that relies both on source SMEsöthe
human experts from whom the knowledge is originally elicited, and on nonsource
SMEsöthose who are not involved in the initial knowledge acquisition.

It should be noted that knowledge acquisition precedes and continues through
the execution process of the methodology. In order to examine CI interdependencies,
both declarative and procedural knowledge need to be solicited. The former includes,
but is not limited to, hierarchical diagrams, the roles of components, and their func-
tional relationships; the latter includes locations of specific objects, safety protocols,
redundancies, and emergency procedures. The procedural knowledge is not usually
disseminated publicly for security, proprietary, and business concerns of the mostly
private corporations that operate the CI systems in the United States. In this study
a methodology by Xiang et al (2005) is used, which acquires both declarative and
procedural knowledge through a combination of interviews of SMEs, open source
documents, and geographic data. This knowledge acquisition process permeates every
step in the aforementioned methodology.

5 A case study
Both the ontology-based information system (as a loosely coupled system of GIS and
GenOM) and the methodology were applied to a study in a municipality in the South-
eastern United States. In the following descriptions, certain aspects of the figures have
been omitted to preserve the security of the CI systems.

5.1 Definition of the systems
The four CI systems in this case study included the telecommunications network,
natural gas network, road transportation network, and the electric power grid. These
CI systems were represented as top-level object classes in GenOM. Each top-level
object class was defined further by its subclass intermediate level objects. Some of
these intermediate objects were decomposed further into other objects within them.
For example, the top-level object telecommunications has intermediate land-based and
wireless system objects, which are defined further into other intermediate objects, such
as telephone poles, streetlights, and telephone digital loop carriers. Connecting apparatus
such as telephone lines, pipe lines, and power lines were represented in both the GIS
database and GenOM's knowledge base.

The locations of instance-level objects are identified with the database and DBMS
capabilities in GIS. Based on information about these objects from documented sources
and expert interviews, a geographic analysis of public datasets, including parcel data,
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planimetric datasets, and digital orthophotos, helped us to locate instance-level objects.
These include 16 central offices, 4 toll centers, 7 MTSOs, 53 substations, 5 power
generation plants, 838 traffic control boxes, 10 regulators, 23 cell towers, 109 antennae
structure registration towers, and 90 mobile communication towers. They were
individually specified as instances of the intermediate-level objects in the study area.

5.2 Specification of CI systems
At this stage the properties and functions associated with CI system objects were first
represented in the ontology-based information system on the basis of domain experts'
knowledge. The intradomain interdependencies were next specified on the basis of the
functional assignments and spatial proximities.

5.2.1 Properties and functions
Characteristic properties and functionalities of top and intermediate level objects were
represented in GenOM through its Features capability. In order for users from differing
domains of expertise to have a common understanding, a natural language, instead of
technical languages in different domains, is used as much as possible to describe
properties and functions. Table 1 provides an example of the intermediate-level objects
and their properties and features. Note that, in table 1, a Boolean property of operating
(that is, true/false) was assigned to all objects. This property is used to determine the
consequences of an object's failure. In addition, an integer property unique ID (not listed
in table 1) was attached to each object as a key identifier that relays to the same object
in the GIS database. This common identification number serves as a bridge that permits

Table 1. Properties of critical infrastructure system objects and features. MTSO denotes mobile
telephone switching office and ASR denotes antennae structure registration.

Property Type of Values Of object Of feature
property

Battery backup Boolean true/false central office
toll center
MTSO
towers

Duration in hours integer 2, 8 provides back-up
power

Generator available Boolean true/false central office
toll center
MTSO
ASR towers
cell towers
mobile towers

Substation type string transmission substation
distribution
both transmitted
and distributed

hanger bus

Tandem Boolean true/false central office

Amount of power integer 500/230/100 feeds power
in line (kV)

Transformer type string step up substation
step down
auto
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a retrieval of the objects and their pertinent information from both GenOM and
GISöa key to visualization and information exchange.

5.2.2 Intradomain interdependencies
In order to replicate the expert's knowledge of intradomain relationships, intermediate-
level objects were designated as the benefactor (From object) or as a beneficiary (To
object) when connected by functionality. For example, the function produces electricity is
From a power station intermediate-level object To a substation intermediate-level object.

Once the instances of the intermediate-level objects were located in the GIS and
represented in GenOM, the building of the knowledge base about the instance-level inter-
dependencies began. The functionalities that connect intradomain instance-level objects
were derived from the knowledge acquisition process and spatial proximity analysis.
For example, the functional relationships of power plants to substations and those
between substations in GenOM were derived from the spatial rendering of the power
line easements and the substation objects in the GIS database.

5.3 Specification of the system of CIs
Cross-domain functional relationships were specified for the intermediate-level objects
based upon the system experts' knowledge and the open source information about CI
system structure. The same type of benefactor of (From) and beneficiary (To) relation-
ship utilized in the intradomain specification was established between cross-domain
intermediate level objects. One such example is the supervisory control and data
acquisition system (SCADA). According to the system expert, a SCADA system
remotely monitors and controls objects, such as substations and natural gas regulators,
during normal operation. During a crisis or disruption, a SCADA system functions as
an alarm connection to the utility control center, and relies on communication technol-
ogies to transmit the information (Branscomb, 2004; Williams, 2003). The function
SCADA was therefore used to define the functional relationship between a substation
or a natural gas regulator and a telephone switch office. A compilation of the functional
relationships is provided in table 2.

Inheriting all the cross-domain functional interdependencies from the parent
objects at the intermediate level, interdependencies across the component CI systems
in a system of CIs were further identified through a service-area analysis. Each
instance-level object has a service area in which it is functionally connected to objects
in other CI systems. As the information about service-area footprints was unavailable,
we, upon recommendations of system experts, utilized Thiessen polygons to represent
in proxy the instance-level service areas. Thiessen polygons do not permit gaps among
CI object service areas, nor do they allow overlaps. This makes them advantageous
over the use of circular buffers. The urban area that we represented did not have any
physical barriers such as a river, mountain, or ocean that would create difficulties in
the spatial proximity analysis.

5.4 Verification and validation
The verification of the ontological representations of CI interdependencies in the
ontology-based information system aimed to check whether they were faithful render-
ings of the elicited knowledge. This was accomplished through a series of consultations
with source SMEsöthe human experts from whom the knowledge was originally elicited.
The validationöthat is, the check on whether the ontological renderings of CI inter-
dependencies are accurate representations of the realityöwas conducted through
a panel of CI System SMEs and the emergency management experts, including
emergency response managers and business continuity planners. The panel was pre-
sented with several CI disruption scenarios, and was asked to assess the plausibility of
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these scenarios. Because these scenarios were composed upon the CI interdependencies
in the system of CIs, as represented in the ontological renderings, a high plausibility
rating on the scenarios serves as a good indicator of the accuracy of the ontological
representations. For instance, one scenario titled `substation failures' was composed by
the inference engine in GenOM, based on the functional dependencies between a
substation and the CI objects it supports with the premise that `̀ IF Eastside substation
failed, THEN the objects that have a functional relationship to it would lose power.'' The
consequences of the substation failure shown in the scenario were that Main Street
telephone switch office, the traffic lights along Route 10, and the water pump on High
Avenue were all without power. A high plausibility rating of this scenario from the panel
indicated the validity of the causal relationships, represented by the ontological renderings
in the ontology-based information system, among these CI objects.

Table 2. Functions and their assignments to objects in GenOM. MTSO denotes mobile telephone
switching office; SCADA denotes the supervisory control and data acquisition system; and ASR
denotes antennae structure registration.

Feature `From' objects Feature `to' objects
relationship

Provide gas regulators provides gas central offices
generator

Has a generator generator provides emergency central offices
power MTSO

ASR towers
toll centers

Processes call through central offices processes calls central offices
wireless towers

Provides landline access central offices provides landline MTSO
access

Feeds power substation delivers power to substation
power generation
plants

SCADA central offices alarm connection regulators
substation

Provides access to long central offices access to long toll centers
distance network distance

Provides backup power battery provides backup central offices
power MTSO

toll centers
cell towers
mobile communication
towers

ASR towers

Provides power to substation provides power to central offices
MTSO
toll centers
cell towers
mobile communication
towers

ASR towers
regulators
traffic control boxes
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5.5 Visualization of the CI interdependencies from quadruple vantage points
At the beginning of the paper we stated that the goal of our research is to develop an
ontology-based information system that facilitates CIP professionals' learning of the
behaviors of the system of CIs through a quadruple perspective. In this subsection we
demonstrate that with its visualization capabilities operating on the ontological repre-
sentation of CI interdependencies, the ontology-based information system offers the
users an opportunity to gain insights into the interwoven nature of CI objects from all
of the four vantage points in the quadruple perspective matrix (figure 1, section 2).
More specifically, the diagrams in GenOM can show both intradomain and cross-
domain interdependencies across all the three levels of object abstraction. The maps
in GIS illustrate the spatial proximities among instance level objects. The consolidated
user interface allows users to query and visualize the CI interdependencies that fall
into any one of the quadrants in figure 1.

Figure 6. An example of the quadrant A critical infrastructure interdependencies.
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5.5.1 Visualization of the quadrant A CI interdependencies
A CIP professional may inquire the CI objects that functionally depend upon one
another directly and demonstrate a high degree of spatial proximity by asking `̀ what
are the CI objects within a substation's service area that have direct functional relation-
ship with the substation?'' In responding to this inquiry, GenOM in the ontology-based
information system can promptly search through its ontologies and come up with
a diagram that shows the instance-level objects that have either intradomain or
cross-domain functional dependencies with the substation (figure 6). Through the
integer property unique ID that connects the same objects in both GenOM and
the GIS database, the GIS can readily identify the geographic locations of these
objects and produce a map (figure 6 shows only a portion of the service area owing
to page limit). On the map the telephone symbol represents a landline telecommuni-
cation switch office (that is, a central office), the wireless phone symbols indicate the
locations of wireless communication towers, the symbol of a traffic light denotes
the locations of a traffic control box for the intersection lights, and the lines are
streets.

5.5.2 Visualization of the quadrant B CI interdependencies
Similarly, the system can readily respond to inquiries about CI objects that function-
ally depend on one another indirectly but demonstrate a high degree of spatial
proximity. For example, in figure 7, a disrupted power substation that directly affects
a nearby traffic control box, indirectly causes a dangerous situation on the roads at
the intersection.

5.5.3 Visualization of the quadrant C CI interdependencies
Illustrated in figure 8 is an example of the system's response to an inquiry about the CI
objects in quadrant Cöobjects that functionally depend on one another indirectly and
demonstrate a low degree of spatial proximity. A remote telephone central office is
located outside a power station's service area, and is thus indirectly connected to the
power station. The low level of proximity and the functional indirectness between
the two cross-domain CI objects are visualized in a GIS map and GenOM diagram,
respectively. It should be noted that the retrieval of the telephone central office was
made possible through the cross-domain functional dependency with the power station
which the central office object inherited from its parent object telephone central office
at the intermediate level.

5.5.4 Visualization of the quadrant D CI interdependencies
Inquiries about quadrant D interdependencies can also be well supported by the
system. As the CI objects in quadrant D are essentially the networked objects
within each component CI system, the retrieval of these objects with intradomain
interdependencies can take place in two ways. The first way starts with a GIS data
layer of the networked objects in a CI system (for example, all the substations,
transmission lines, transformers, and the power generation station in a power grid),
and involves the retrieval of all the counterpart objects in GenOM along with their
functional dependencies. The second way of retrieval is to use GenOM's inference
engine to include only the same instance-level objects with direct functional connec-
tions, and then to find their counterpart objects in the GIS database along with their
geographic locations. Whichever way a CIP planners takes, he or she should get the
same result. An example is provided in figure 9, where a telephone switch network
(triangle symbols) is presented geographically in GIS with the network connectivity
lines (darker lines), as well as diagrammatically in GenOM.
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Figure 7. An example of the quadrant B critical infrastructure interdependencies.
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Figure 8. An example of the quadrant C critical infrastructure interdependencies.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper we presented an ontology-based information system that facilitates CIP
professionals' learning of the behaviors of the system of CIs. Through a coupling of
GenOM and GIS, not only does it replicate intradomain SMEs' knowledge, but it also
provides a way to understand the behaviors of cross-domain CI interdependencies.

Future research can be conducted along two directions. Firstly, the ontology-based
information system and its knowledge representation methodology should be further
tested in areas with different characteristics. Not only will this stream of research
expand the applicability of the system and the knowledge representation methodology,
but it will also cultivate the evolution of a formal approach to interdependency identifica-
tion and representation. Secondly, a tightly coupled system of GenOM and GIS will be
investigated that can create an interoperable environment that would be more effective
than the loosely coupled system in knowledge representation, visualization, and scenario
composition.

Figure 9. An example of the quadrant D critical infrastructure interdependencies.
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Appendix
A glossary
Antennae structure registration and mobile communication towers. Since only twenty-
three cell towers were listed in the Federal Communications Commission database,
other databases were searched for cellular sites. In our study area of over 500 square
miles, including an urban center with an excess of one million people during a work-
day, twenty-three towers seemed extremely low. System expert knowledge revealed that
much cellular equipment is located on other types of towers such as radio and tele-
vision towers, public communication towers, as well as alternative structures with
sufficient height, such as church steeples, buildings, and water towers. These databases
contained towers with a variety of ownership; many were telecommunications companies.
Batteryöan emergency power source in case of normal power disruption.
Cell towers are the means by which wireless communications can be transmitted.
Central offices are the local public service telephone network (PSTN) central switching
offices. They process calls for an exchange(s) (the first three digits of a local number),
and route the call to its various potential destinations.
Generatoröan alternative power source in case of a normal power disruption.
Although a generator can be powered by various means, system expert knowledge
indicated that a vast majority of large generators for institutions are fueled by natural
gas where available. It would also be acceptable to place this object instead as a
subclass to the top-level object power.
Mobile communication towersösee antennae structure registration.
MTSO is an abbreviation for mobile telephone switching office. This is the equivalent
of a PSTN central office, processing wireless calls from towers and routing them to
various potential destinations.
Regulators are valves that regulate the pressure from the main natural gas pipeline to
the local distribution system pipelines.
Power generation plantöproduces electricity via fossil fuels, hydrologic, geothermal,
or nuclear technologies.
Substations increase or decrease electrical power from its inputted sources to distribu-
tion means. It is a subclass of the power generation plants, as it does not produce
power, it modifies it.
Toll centers are the long-distance network call-switching centers that process calls
from local central offices to other toll centers outside of the local calling area to be
routed to their local central offices.
Traffic control boxes are the devices that operate intersection traffic lights.
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